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Welcome to the Edge
Promise, potential, performance
Edge computing places high performance 
compute, store and network resources as close 
as possible to end users and devices. Doing this 
lowers the cost of transport, decreases latency 
and improves performance. But there are still a 
few questions to answer. How do you supply Edge 
capability? How do you ensure reliability? What 
services can you enable? How do you make those 
services pay for your customers – and how do you 
make them useful for their end users?

More efficiency, less complexity, lower cost
Veea Inc. is a Platform as a Service (PaaS) 
company providing Edge computing and 
communications solutions that:

 l improve operational efficiencies

 l enhance reliability of service

 l reduce the complexity and costs of 
computing, communications, transaction 
processing and value-added applications

This creates value for a wide range of clients 
from manufacturers, utilities, service providers 
and enterprise customers to public service users, 
government users, consumers and many more.

Advanced, revolutionary and one-of-a-kind,
the VeeaHub platform is the most advanced 
integrated Edge computing and communications 
solution in the market – an end-to-end product 
platform for a new product category with massive 
pent-up demand. There is no ‘all-in-one’ solution 
in the market that offers the same combination of 
capabilities.

Intelligent, powerful, fast
Veea’s all-in-one connectivity platform powers 
intelligently connected spaces. This makes it easy 
to run powerful, high-value applications at the 
Edge. Veea’s secure, low-cost platform means 
large amounts of data can be processed and 
stored with lower latency and cost than traditional 
computing.  

Welcome to faster, more reliable, richer 
communications and services. Welcome to 
the Edge. 

 l All-in-one connectivity platform

 l Wide-area coverage

 l Low cost, ultra-reliable

 l Huge processing power

 l Cellular failover for internet back-up

 l Scalable and future-proof

 l Security updates

 l Footfall tracking

 l Secure guest Wi-Fi

 l Wireless mesh – reducees IT costs

 l Open platform for upgrading and enhancing 
services

 l Replaces or enhances existing wireless access 
points and routers



4G Small Cell (5G Ready)

Indoor Positioning System

Proximal Marketing

Automated Checkout

Reactive Digital Signage

Dynamic Electronic Shelf Labels

Music & Video Streaming

Smart Retail

Retailers need to retain customers for longer during their shopping experience. Ubiquitous 
indoor network coverage can make that happen. A combined software, hardware and 
services Edge compute solution enables the retailer to deploy an array of applications, 
opening up new services and business opportunities.

The VeeaHub family of Edge servers provides a converged solution that includes processing, 
storage, and connectivity. Once the Veea network has been installed, a retailer can 
expand customer, staff and operations services through the VeeaHub Edge Compute and 
Storage Servers.

The VeeaHub and VeeaHub Pro are key parts of this solution. The VeeaHub is compact 
and low-cost, able to serve shops, bars and restaurants as well as small to medium-size 
businesses and home offices. For bigger outlets, the VeeaHub Pro and VeeaHub Pro S 
provide a high performance connectivity platform specifically designed for malls and 
large retail outlets.

Hubs, servers and the open platform together enable deployment of off-the-shelf  
solutions or applications specifically for the retailer’s needs, both locally and across  
the business. 

Increase Sales  
Conversation 

A more responsive,  
more appealing shopping 
experience can increase 
customer time spent in a 

store, shop or café, enabling 
a smarter in-store  

experience

Enhanced  
Shopper Experience 
Location tracking and 

targeted advertising bring 
the store to the customer, 
allowing them to find – or 
even discover – products 

more easily

Increased  
Operational Efficiency 

Faster, automated 
payment and integrated 
POS connectivity help to 

eliminate queues and provide 
an intelligently integrated 

retail operation

VeeaHub VeeaHub Pro/Pro S



Smart Transport

The challenge of deploying high-bandwidth services on board trains is the data link from 
the train to the cloud is usually the bottleneck. Deploying Veea SmartRail Hubs wirelessly 
throughout a train can solve this issue providing flexibility, at low cost – and without the need to 
remove valuable rolling stock from service as installation can be completed within a few hours.

One or two servers are located in each carriage, creating a secure network that covers 
an entire train. This network can operate without requiring a backhaul connection to the 
internet to provide a range of passenger, staff and operational benefits. 

An Enterprise Dashboard provides full visibility and control of a SmartRail Hub working 
in conjunction with an enterprise-grade app store to enable for a new class of apps to be 
deployed that take advantage of this always-available connectivity. 

At the heart of this innovation is the VeeaHub Pro RT for SmartRail applications which brings 
together distributed computing, communications and a virtualized application environment, 
providing for localized mesh network connectivity across all rail carriages. This allows a new class 
of business, safety and passenger applications to be deployed and operated simultaneously 
at the Edge without any backhaul connection. From ongoing predictive track and train 
maintenance, passenger alerts, messaging services and staff communication to streaming 
media content servers and advanced CCTV functionality, the opportunities are endless.

Deployment  
Efficiency 

With no additional  
cabling required the 

VeeaHub Pro RT can be easily 
and quickly installed within a 
train carriage enabling many 
predictive maintenance and 
an increasing range of IoT 

tasks to be easily  
deployed

Enhanced  
Passenger Experience 

Integrating ticketing,  
seat reservations, location 

monitoring and buffet 
services into a single always-

connected application will 
make travel more appealing 
to more people and easier 

for the operator to  
manage

Increased  
Operational Efficiency 
Always connected smart 

devices displaying advanced 
CCTV coverage enables 
staff to have constant 

visibility across the entire 
train offering increased  

passenger security, safety 
and comfort

VeeaHub Pro RTVeeaHub Pro RT

Enhanced Security

Smart Surveillance Systems

PA System

Capture and Process IoT data locally

Public Wi-Fi

Edge Analytics

In Seat Advertising



Smart Buildings and Cities

Edge computing makes data closer, faster and more effective than cloud-based 
processing. Veea’s range of VeeaHubs changes the economics and efficiency of 
delivering Edge computing to cities, stadiums, campuses and buildings. The end-to-end 
hardware and software solution can be rapidly installed. The resulting low-latency, self-
healing mesh networks can deploy applications from a central app store and remotely 
manage the Edge networks. As a key part of this solution, VeeaHubs use a distributed 
computing platform running over a wireless mesh, with applications running locally.
 
Traffic to and from the cloud is reduced. In fact, the applications can continue to 
operate in the absence of backhaul to the cloud. 
 
This method uses an open-source framework. It also enables third party developers to 
create new and powerful applications. And it enables applications driven by artificial 
intelligence, augmented reality and blockchain. 
 
The VeeaHub Pro Outdoor model is designed with an industrial-grade enclosure to 
offer the advantages of the platform solution for smart city, smart campus, smart 
stadium and more. Inside smart buildings the VeeaHub Pro models provide a powerful 
wireless Edge server designed to cost-effectively replace existing Wi-Fi APs for every 
type of indoor application.

Security and Public Safety

Intelligent Transportation and Logistics

Smart Traffic Management

Smart Resource Management

Government Communications

Aggregates IoT Sensor Data at the Edge

Building Automation

Better Quality of life 
Healthier populations  

and safer environments  
thanks to improved 

healthcare, sanitation and 
reduced stresses

Operational Efficiency 
Reduced traffic jams, 

improved public transport, 
better security, faster 

responses to emergencies, 
predictive maintenance of 

connected assets – and  
much more

Cost Effective 
A single platform for 

powering smarter tenant 
experiences and an 

intelligently integrated 
building control system 

providing a comprehensive 
Building Management 

System (BMS)

VeeaHub Pro OutdoorVeeaHub Pro Outdoor
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The Veea approach to Edge computing is enabled by a system we call vMesh computing. When multiple
VeeaHubs are installed they create a high-performance, self-healing and self-organizing connected
network automatically.

The VeeaHub system overcomes the inadequacies of standalone wired, wireless and computing solutions 
by providing a unique hybrid connectivity technology that creates a unified wireless/wired and computing 
mesh: vMesh. With vMesh networking, communications take place from node-to-node, either as a wired 
or a wireless connection, and all the mesh nodes can co-operate in the distribution of data in the network. 

vMesh: enabling Edge computing

Enhancing Edge computing

VeeaHub is highly intelligent, enabling a wide range of solutions and applications 
through the VeeaHub App Store. 

VeeaHub is highly secure, thanks to a cloud-based enrolment system with 
powerful encryption, management and authentication services, secure boot, 
wireless intrusion detection/prevention (WIDS/WIPS), and a LAN/IOT firewall.

VeeaHub is ‘always-on’, supporting Ethernet and dedicated Wi-Fi backhaul, and 
cellular 4G connections with automatic failover.

VeeaHub is easy to set up and use. You can deploy, configure and manage 
multiple VeeaHubs with ease – either locally or remotely.

VeeaHub brings computing back to the Edge, removing the need for constant 
reliance on cloud applications.

VeeaHub is ideal for those applications that require low latency or high reliability 
for mission-critical applications and that cannot tolerate loss of 
connectivity to the cloud.

For home and small 
business use For enterprise users and those 

who need more compute power

Designed to endure the 
harshest environments

Specialized edition for 
railroad and transportation 
industry




